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Abstract: Currently, there is a strong interest in the process of technological upgrading of
conventional machine tools to CNC machine tools, because of the advantages that this process
offers. The process of conversion to computerized numerical controls involves a huge effort
in conceptualizing and control of the key components of each machine tool, including the
high cost of the hardware used. This paper presents the design of a software set-up wizard,
to develop a Universal Numeric Control based-on Linux real-time, using universal numerical
controllers in open source. The developed software allows the generation of numerical controls
based on low-cost software for each machine tool converted, ensuring its universality. Describes
the system architecture, the core and all associated tools. The selection of components, the
G code preprocessor, different interpolation algorithms and various types of hardware options
allow the user to build specific numerical controllers for each machine tool. We present two case
studies. The first case concerns the generation of a numerical control for a conventional machine
tool. The second case study concerns the development of a numerical control for a reconfigurable
micro machine tool. Both cases showed the feasibility of using this numerical control generator
based-on low cost software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In developing countries like Mexico, in the metal mechan-
ical industry it is visible the lack of standardization in
machine tool technologies compared to Computer Numer-
ical Control (CNC). At the same time it is noted that this
type of machines is inherent to large companies due to high
investment costs required. Small and medium enterprises
in the metallurgical industry, mostly, do not have access to
this technology, so them usually use conventional machine
tools. This implies that their products cannot compete in
terms of quality and price compared to large companies.

This paper presents the design of a software set-up wizard,
to develop a Universal Numeric Control based-on Linux
real-time, using universal numerical controllers in open
source. The developed software allows the generation of
numerical controls based on low-cost software for each ma-
chine tool converted, ensuring its universality. Describes

the system architecture, the core and all associated tools.
The selection of components, the G code preprocessor,
different interpolation algorithms and various types of
hardware options allow the user to build specific numerical
controllers for each machine tool (Jiménez-Pérez, 2003).

Literature review describes the existence of several at-
tempts to create CNC Software Product Lines (SPL)
(Jiménez-Pérez, 2007). The SPL consists of a family of
sub-systems or domains that share one or more of the
major components together (Lucas-González, 2000). The
modules are developed for particular applications, but are
structured to form families of cases in order to suit user
needs (Smaragdakis and Batory, 2000).

With the use of SPL it is possible to increase the produc-
tivity and quality in software development (Jiménez-Pérez,
2003). Components can be reused in different applications
where the domain is the same.
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For the representation and implementation of a domain,
there are different techniques for their modelling, including
Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) (Kang et al.,
1990), GenVoca (Batory et al., 2000) and newer modelling
languages as the Unified Modeling Language (Vraniae and
Snirc, 2006).

Using these tools, programming languages and program-
ming paradigms as Object-Oriented Programming, Aspect-
oriented Programming and Component Based Software
(Cai et al., 2000), it is possible to generate the base
architecture of a SPL in the domain knowledge and the
needs of the end user of the CNC.

The main function of a software based application gener-
ator is to develop another software (Smaragdakis et al.,
2004). To build a generator SPL application, requires a
basic architecture and interchangeable components which
together form the new software, in this case, a CNC that
adapts to the needs of the user. This generator takes the
Universal Numeric Control (Ramı́rez-Cadena, 1998) as the
base architecture as it provides a suitable model for any
machine tool.

In actuality, there are multiple types of numeric con-
trollers, most are built to operate only in specific machine
tool, and they depend on the manufacturer because their
closeness and proprietary software are developed in order
to protect its market (Hincapié, 2011). Moreover, there are
control architectures that allow their operation in different
machine tools based-on the required features and charac-
teristics, some of them with open architectures (Ramı́rez-
Cadena, 1998). The proposal consists in a configuration
wizard for developing Linux real-time software based-on
numeric controllers, to be able to generate specific controls
for a machine tool. The system is based on a Universal
Numeric Control (UNC), through the features introduced
in the generator wizard and a priori knowledge of the CNC
domain, all this using free software and low-cost hardware.

The main objective of the presented paper is to describe
the design of a software set-up wizard, to develop a Uni-
versal Numeric Control based-on Linux real-time, using
universal numerical controllers in open source. We present
two case studies. The first case concerns the generation
of a numerical control for a conventional machine tool.
The second case study concerns the development of a
numerical control for a reconfigurable micro machine tool.
Both cases showed the feasibility of using this numerical
control generator based-on software of low cost.

2. CONFIGURATION WIZARD

The configuration wizard is developed as a Software Prod-
uct Line using a component based software model. This
model consists in visualizing the software system as a
group of components and modules which can be integrated
in an appropriated software architecture, to be able to
build a complete program (Pour, 1998). This makes pos-
sible to automate the integration of all necessary com-
ponents for the user machine tool and ease the CNC
development. Using this tools provide scalability and a
high flexibility to the system, because it is possible to
develop new components by just following the proposed
scheme.

Mixin Layers (Smaragdakis and Batory, 1998) was used
for the implementation of the system, this allows to
implement the design as layers of components. Every other
tools used to the development of the generator wizard
are Linux based, and because of this, it is possible to
port the wizard and the generated controls to other Linux
compatible architectures. Also, the use of Linux provide
a low-cost environment to be able to provide to small
and medium enterprises an opportunity to compete in
its market, using traditional machine tool with better
performance and avoiding the high costs of the acquisition
of a conventional CNC machine tool (Hincapié, 2011).

2.1 Characterization of CNC System family

To build a Computer Numerical Control Generator
(CNCG) is important to understand what are the com-
mon features in any CNC system, and what are the
most common components that can be found in a
machine tool. The literature review (Ramı́rez-Cadena,
1998) (Ramı́rez-Cadena and Molina, 2000) (Jiménez-
Pérez, 2003) (Jiménez-Pérez and de Jesus Ramı́rez, 2004)
(Jiménez-Pérez, 2007), shows that each machine must
have at least a core of numerical control, a Human Ma-
chine interface and a programmable Logic Controller (Suk-
Hwan Suh, 2008). Based on this architecture, we construct
a new architecture model based-on Numerical Universal
Control, shown in Figure 3, which provides some flexibility
in implementing these common components.

2.2 CNCG Architecture

The CNCG architecture, shown in Figure 1, consists in a
User Interface, which allows to select the desired compo-
nents of the required CNC, the CNC domain knowledge
to be able to check the compatibility between components
and the component repository.

User Interface

UF Repository

CORE

CNC Domain
Knowledge

generated CNC

Configuration 
Wizard

Fig. 1. CNCG Architecture

As mentioned before, the selected architecture for the
CNCG is the Universal Numerical Control architecture
model, shown in Figure 3. It consists in modules defined as
Functional Units (FU), each one consist in an application
software module which provides a specific functionality
for the machine tool need for a process or user require-
ment (Ramı́rez-Cadena and Molina, 2000). Also, there are
several classes for each FU, these are called Architecture
Objects (AO). The AO combined with the FU conform
the component repository for the CNCG.

The implementation of all the FU and AO is done via
template classes in the programming language C++ using
mixin layers. This allows to inherit members and methods
of a component in the other components. This will be
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addressed in more detail below, which examine how CNCG
builds CNC based-on user needs.

CNCG user interface allows the selection of the desired
components to the CNC generated. Possible variables to
choose from are the type of machine tool to be numerically
controlled, how many axes have the machine tool, the
type of motor that will be used in the different axes of
motion and the motor spindle of the machine tool. You
can also select whether the motors on the machine tool
axes are different, the type of interpolation, if there are
any external drives to control the motors, the type of data
acquisition card and the type of control algorithm to be
used to provide precise control of the acceleration, velocity
and position.

Fig. 2. CNCG User Interface

To build a CNC for a specific machine tool, the CNCG
run a verification process that checks the database CNC
domain knowledge to ensure compatibility between each
selected FU and AO. This process is performed in order
to constitute the numerical control system. For example,
it is not possible to use an analog controller for a motor
spindle of a machine tool if the selected card does not
provide an analog interface. Similarly, you can not select
a control algorithm closed loop if the machine tool do not
have encoders.

For the CNC domain knowledge, a set of common re-
quirements were selected for each FU and AO. These
requirements ensure the comparison within the different
possibilities to generate CNC components. This means
that each of the component in a CNC is listed as a
requirement (motor, sensors, algorithms, etc). The CNC
domain knowledge is built as a table which is manually
filled by the developer of the FU, this table assigns its
compatibility with the other components as shown below:

PIOD48 AnalogACDriver CL-Control

PIOD48 X 0 1

AnalogACDriver 0 X 1

CL-Control 1 1 X

Where PIOD48 is a PCI I/O Card which doesn’t match
the AnalogACDriver because it has not analogue outputs,
but matches a generic Closed-Loop Control. Once the
user has selected the desired objects and units for its
CNC generated, the selected options are processed in the
verification progress and then compiled into the binary
file which contains the CNC generated software. All this

process is done by the core of the CNCG, which will be
explained in detail below.

2.3 Core

Core verifies, compiles and generate the CNC binary data
with the user selected requirements. Before the user is able
to generate the CNC it has to verify the compatibility
of the requirements. Therefore, it has access the CNC
domain knowledge database and check the requirements
by reading them and checking if the selected FU meets
those requirements.

Therefore, for every selected component, the Core checks
in the knowledge database if there is a match with all
the other selected components. If there is a match, the
CNCG displays a message of confirmation to the user, and
allowing him to continue to generate the CNC.

Once the verification has been done, the next step is to
generate the desired CNC which for the user is selecting
an option, but involves a complex process in which the
CNCG modifies a default template in order to build the
code of the required CNC.

This template consists in a group of C++ files, each one
represents a template class of C++ which allows to inherit
its members and methods to its higher level classes.

Therefore, it is possible to define a new data type which
contains members and methods including therein. As an
example, for the CNC model, the component MotionCon-
trol needs to have control of the axis, each axis could be
independent or not from the others, hence, each Axis has
its control algorithm and this requires access to the main
variables of the CNC system, the basic length unit, tool
position, spindle state, etc. so using mixin layers in C++
it is possible to define MotionControl to include the Axis
Control, and the main system variable.

class Base {
po s i t i o n ;
s p i n d l e s t a t e ;

}

template<class M>
class XAxisControl : public M {

void Method1x ( ) ;
}

template<class M>
class YAxisControl : public M {

void Method1y ( ) ;
}

typedef XAxisControl < YAxisControl < Base > >
MotionControl ;

By this way it is possible to assemble components based
on other components because MotionControl data type
now includes methods in Base, XAxisControl and YAxis-
Control. This assembled components are the ones which
are going to put together the UNC architecture model.
CNCG is in charge of modifying the default template and
declaring the assembled component data types and includ-
ing the necessary libraries from the UF repository, using
the selections of the user in the CNCG User Interface.
Once the template is filled with the user requirements the
CNCG compiles the template to generate the CNC binary.
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2.4 Universal Numeric Control Model

The UNC Model is depicted in the Figure 3, it shows the
main FU and AO, each has a specific function in the CNC
system. It has the principal elements of a CNC.

• User Interface. It is the main interface in which the
user interacts with the CNC.

• System. It coordinates and administrate the other
processes in the system.

• Trajectory Generator (TG). The TG contains the
interpolator. The main function of the TG is to
calculate the path that the system should follow to
achieve the desired trajectory of the cutting tool
through movement of the actuators. This route is
processed and communicated to the next part of the
operation, the system of movement of the micro-
machine tool. Computes the geometries in function
of the user instructions.

• Motion Control. Allows to determine the number of
axis, and the control algorithm for the motion axis.

• Logic Control. Manage the tasks which usually are
done by a Programmable Logic Controller.

Each of this FU, has one or more AO, which at the same
time performs minor tasks in the system.

• Interpreter. Translates the GM-Code into system
instructions.

• Interpolator Dispatcher. Translate each system in-
struction into interpolate instructions.

• Interpolator. Interpolates each instruction and coor-
dinates with the motion dispatcher to deploy them to
the motion axis.

• Motion Dispatcher. Receives the interpolation and
send them to the respective axis to generate the
correct movements of the axis.

• Output Port. Is in charge to communicate with the
hardware to allow it to generate the needed signals
to the machine actuators.

The UNC graphical user interface is designed to be easy to
use. This interface is programmed in C++ on Linux using
gtkmm libraries GtkBuilder from Glade. The interface
has two modes, automatic and manual. The automatic
mode is able to process a G code program and interact
with the actuators through the control board (Figure 4).
Manual mode is mainly to make strategic adjustments to
the automatic mode (Figure 5).

2.5 Motion Control

The Motion Control is the most difficult FU to implement,
it provides the necessary tools to control each one of the
axis. Every axis is an Architecture Object and may be
independent or not of the others. It has to be very precise
to manage itself to coordinate the Axis Controllers.

Better algorithms in Motion Control provide a better
performance of the CNC system. Actually, there are two
main types of Control Algorithms developed in the CNCG,
an Open Loop Controller and a Real Time PID Controller.

Both have been tested in the same machine and it was
proved that a better algorithm provides better perfor-
mance to the system but in the tested algorithms it was
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Fig. 3. UNC Model used by the CNCG

Fig. 4. GUI of UNC, auto mode

depicted that the needed processing power depends on the
actuators and the target machine tool.

In Figure 6 it shows the response of the Real Time
PID Velocity Controller for a DC Motor, which provides
an accurate result in comparison with the Open Loop
Controller which oscillates not even near the set point.

3. STUDY CASES

To show the applicability of the CNCG was implemented
in two cases of study this are shown above.

3.1 Retrofit of a conventional Lathe

This study case was applied in a manual Lathe, in this
machine was applied a retrofit developed in Cartago, Costa
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Fig. 5. GUI of UNC, manual mode
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Rica in a social project performed in a place called ”Ciu-
dad de los Niños”, the software constructs the necessary
configuration to make the CNC for the retrofitted machine.
This was built with the CNCG support given the following
results:

Fig. 7. Conventional Lathe with retrofit

• User interface: was selected the generic user interface.
• Interpolator: were selected Tustin Linear Interpolator

and a Tustin Circular Interpolator.
• Motion Control: was selected an Open Loop control.
• Logic Control: in this part the spindle motor was

selected generic in manual mode.
• Hardware: was selected an PIOD48U PCI card of

ICPDAS enterprise.

Selecting in the CNGC a generic user interface, a Tustin
Linear interpolator and a Tustin Circular interpolator,
a control algorithm with open loop and a DIO48u PCI
card in hardware created a numerical control in which was

possible to make a retrofit to a conventional Lathe shown
in the Figure 7.

3.2 Reconfigurable Micro-Machine Tool

This case of study was applied in a physical reconfigurable
micromachine tool in lathe mode , the software construct
the configuration necessary to adapt the machine with the
elements of the software this was built with the CNCG
support given the following results:

• User interface: was selected the generic user interface.
• Interpolator: were selected Tustin Linear Interpolator

and a Tustin Circular Interpolator.
• Motion Control: was selected a Closed Loop Real

Time PID control.
• Logic Control: in this part the spindle motor was

selected generic in manual mode.
• Hardware: was selected an PIOD96U PCI card of

ICPDAS enterprise.

Fig. 8. Manufactured Piece in the Micro Machine Tool

Selecting in the CNGC a generic user interface, a Tustin
Linear interpolator and a Tustin Circular interpolator, a
control algorithm with closed loop real time PID control
and a DIO96u PCI card in hardware created a numerical
control in which was possible to make a control machine
that make the piece shown in the Figure 8 that have a
complex form and precision properly for a reconfigurable
micromachine tool in lathe mode.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The development of a CNC its a really difficult task.
The development of a Software to be able to build a
CNC depends on several variables and one of them is the
complexity of the used CNC architecture.

The generated CNC performance not only depends on
its actual implementation, but it also depends on the
processing power of the machine where it is going to work
and in the provided actuators of the machine tool.

The CNCG first approach, resulted in an easy way to
develop Low-Cost CNC software for newly machine tools
or retrofit ones. But it doesn’t compete near the actual
CNC software.

Furthermore the main contribution of the CNCG its
scalability, which provides a way to be able to reach several
machine tools.
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